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Adaptive Cooperative Control
for Human-Robot Load Manipulation

Carlos R. de Cos and Dimos V. Dimarogonas

Abstract—In this letter, we propose a control strategy for
human-robot cooperative manipulation under the ambiguous
collaboration of a human agent. To cope with this uncertainty,
an adaptive update law inferring the human contribution to the
system dynamics from basic perception feedback through the
human arm stiffness is used. Furthermore, the robustness and
accuracy of the approach is enhanced by redundantly tracking
the shared load references and its associated end-effector position
references. To validate the control strategy, both theoretical
Lyapunov stability analysis and experimental results –employing
two robot manipulators with 6 degrees of freedom under external
disturbances– are provided.

Index Terms—Human-robot collaboration, robust/adaptive
control, multi-robot systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the last decades, robot manipulation has reached the
technological maturity required to perform repetitive com-

plex tasks autonomously. Increasingly accurate and reliable
controllers have been implemented, with a substantial impact
on the industry. However, these have been mainly designed for
single robot applications or predictable multi-robot routines
thus rendering fluent interaction capabilities with unstructured
environments still challenging today [1]. This has hindered
interaction-based applications in which the use of human op-
erators is currently unavoidable. In this context, the paradigm
of human-robot collaboration [2] has emerged as a trade-
off solution combining the hard-to-replicate human experi-
ence and the enhanced capabilities of robot manipulators. In
particular, human-robot collaboration is expected to play an
essential role in agricultural robotics [3], an important –but yet
vastly human-powered– sector. The implementation of such
paradigm, nonetheless, demands the design of flexible and
robust controllers that specifically consider those interaction
capabilities in their formulation.

We discuss here the base of current approaches fulfilling this
demand and their inherent drawbacks. Safe passive controllers
[4], variable/adaptive impedance controllers for human-robot
interaction [5]–[8] and classic impedance solutions without
update using haptic feedback [9], [10] ensure a robust re-
sponse, but generally lack the accuracy required for agricul-
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Fig. 1. Experimental validation of the control strategy. These were carried
out by C. R. de Cos, the first author, at the SML facilities in KTH [21].

tural robotics, do not explicitly consider the interaction in
the formulation, or depend excessively on the operator input.
In contrast, solutions estimating the human’s desired motion
to reduce human effort for human-provided trajectories [11]
or to shape these trajectories [12] are capable of providing
enhanced collaboration capabilities, but are again highly de-
pendent on the human input, and either demand considerable
computational load due to their implicit formulation [12], or
lack the accuracy for the proposed application due to the
use of an impedance controller for the inner control loop
[11]. Other alternatives include learning from demonstration to
adjust the operational space stiffness [13], but requiring slow
human demonstration to change the design task; employing
projected inverse dynamics control to compensate induced
dynamics and provide and impedance behaviour [14], with
the aforementioned limitations of such response; using single-
agent adaptive sliding mode control to guarantee the fulfilment
of the task (i.e. attitude) while the operator guides the load
via direct force feedback [15], hence requiring force sensing
capabilities; and solutions to detect and classify interactions to
act according to predefined responses as a first step towards
unstructured human-robot interaction [16], [17].

Moreover, it is worth mentioning potentially interesting
alternatives that are not specifically designed for human-robot
interaction. In [18] an adaptive control strategy in SE(3) is
used to track both load position and attitude but it requires
continuous excitation to reach its full potential; [19] em-
ploys an adaptive inverse kinematics solution for band-limited
communications, but possible human interaction is limited to
pre-defining desired motions; and in [20] adaptive contact
stiffness is used to provide force control capabilities against
uncharacterised surfaces for single agents.
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Specifically, in the CANOPIES project [22] we require
control strategies capable of dealing with the unpredictability
of human behaviours, such as [23] and [24], but for a team
of heterogeneous robots collaborating with human operators
to harvest and prune table grapes. For this reason, we propose
an approach characterised by the following contributions:

C1. The ambiguous –i.e. not inherently positive or negative–
human contributions are indirectly inferred from basic
perception feedback and fed via an adaptive update
law to mitigate negative external disturbances without
undermining possible positive contributions.

C2. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the
first controller for human-robot collaboration tracking
both i) the reference of the load shared between the
manipulators and the human, ii) and its derived end-
effector references; at the same time and consistently.

The impact of C2 on the robustness of the solution is
twofold. Firstly, the subtask associated with the end-effectors
reduces the impact of uncertainties of the load model and
incorporates the complex nature of manipulators. And sec-
ondly, the subtask for the load itself handles the interaction
between the different manipulators efficiently. To validate
these contributions, the stability of the strategy is analysed
using Lyapunov functions; and the controller is implemented
on a system comprised of two robot manipulators, a human
agent –that, depending on the scenario, contributes to the task
or disturbs it–, and a shared load (see Fig. 1).

The rest of the letter is structured as follows: Section II
specifies the model of the system controlled with the strategy
proposed in Section III, while Section IV is focused on
analysing the experimental results to validate the approach.
Finally, the letter includes a conclusions Section V.

A. Notation

All vectors are column vectors and their references are
identified with the subindex r. By default, these are expressed
in the inertial reference frame {I} with origin O, but they can
also be written in the load body frame {B}, with origin in its
CoG (see Fig. 2). Sub-indexes in capital letters refer to agents
(in parenthesis in the text), i.e. πA identifies the variable π
associated with agent (A). IS , 0S denote –respectively– the
identity and zero matrices of size S and 0S the zero column
vector of length S; J denotes the geometric Jacobian of
an RM as in [25]; M†,M+ the left and right-hand Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverses of matrix M , respectively; v× the
cross product matrix for vector v; and tr stands for the
trace. The estimate of any variable π is denoted as π̂, and its
estimation error as π̃ := π− π̂. The concatenation of matrices
can be succinctly shown in the text using the comma and
semicolon notation, i.e.

(A,B;C,D) :=

(
A B
C D

)
.

Acronyms: robot manipulator (RM), end-effector (EE), roll
pitch yaw (RPY), degree of freedom (DoF), centre of gravity
(CoG), human-robot interaction (HRI), human-robot collabo-
ration (HRC).

Fig. 2. Scheme of the system including the grasping setting –with (R) in red
and (H) in aquamarine–, and {B} and {I} reference frames.

B. System and design task
Let us consider the system depicted in Fig. 2, composed

by: a team of n ≥ 2 robots (R) –each one equipped with
a Ni-DoF RM, Ni ≥ 3, i = 1, ..., n–; a human operator
arm (H) –assumed equivalent to a 7-DoF RM, as in [25],
[26] but enriched with flexible modes1–; and a rigid body (L)
–whose load is shared by (R) and (H)–. Each of these agents
is characterised by:
(R) joint-space configuration γ> := [γ>1 , · · · ,γ>n ] ∈ RN ,

with γi ∈ RNi the joint-space of the ith agent and N =∑n
i=1Ni the total number of DoF; and Cartesian EE

positions p> := [p>1 , · · · ,p>n ] ∈ R3n.
(H) joint-space configuration, including the angle of the links

η ∈ R7 and of the motors µ ∈ R7, where δ := η−µ are
the flexible deflections (also denoted as flexible modes);
and Cartesian EE position q ∈ R3.

(L) CoG position s ∈ R3 and attitude with respect to the
base frame θ := [φ, θ, ψ]> ∈ R3 in RPY, and the fixed
grasping points of both (R) and (H), namely p,q.

The design task for this system is to simultaneously track: i)
the CoG position and attitude references of (L), sr and θr, and
ii) the EE position references of (R), pr; with the ambiguous
(i.e. not a priori positive to the performance of the whole
system) collaboration of (H). Accordingly, the task-space for
each agent is defined as: x>L := [s>,θ>] for (L), p for (R),
and q for (H); where the latter is not controllable, as (H) is
an external ambiguous agent.

II. SYSTEM MODELLING

Considering the complex nature of the system, it is essential
to specify the model used to design the controller. For that
purpose, the kinematics and dynamics of the system are firstly
presented. In addition, to design an update law coping with (H)
uncertainties, a model of the dynamic interaction between (H)
and (L) is proposed.

1Flexible modes describe the additional dynamic complexity induced by
the extra flexible DoF, generally in the form of vibrations/oscillations.
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A. Kinematics

Firstly, the kinematics of the task-space of the system is

ẋL := T−1L vL, (1a)
vR := JRγ̇, (1b)
vH := JH η̇, (1c)

where v>R := [ṗ>,ω>R] is the (R) operational-space velocity,
with ωR the (R) angular velocity, and JR is the geometric
Jacobian of (R); JH is the geometric Jacobian of (H), v>H :=
[q̇>,ω>H ] is the (H) operational-space velocity, with ωH the
(H) angular velocity; and v>L := [ṡ>,ω>L ] the corresponding
one for (L), with ωL := TLθ̇ the (L) angular velocity, and

TL :=

cosψ cos θ − sinψ 0
sinψ cos θ cosψ 0
− sin θ 0 1

 , TL :=

(
I3 03
03 TL

)
.

As the task only includes (R) and (H) Cartesian positions, let
us also define their position Jacobians for simplicity –i.e. only
using their associated rows in JR, JH–, namely

ṗ := Jp
Rγ̇, q̇ := Jp

H η̇.

B. Dynamics

On the one hand, using the Euler-Lagrange and Newton-
Euler formalisms to respectively obtain the dynamic equations
of (R) and (L) results in

M v̇L + ω×LILωL + gL = Gf +GHfH , (2a)

BRγ̈ + CRγ̇ + gR = τ − J>R f , (2b)

with M ∈ R6×6 the inertial matrix of (L), with IL ∈ R3×3 its
rotation inertia in {B}, and gL ∈ R6 the gravitational terms
for (L); BR, CR ∈ RN×N the inertial and Coriolis matrices for
(R), and gR the gravitational terms for (R). In turn, the control
input of the system (2) are the (R) joint torques τ ∈ RN , which
is applied on to (L) via the generalised contact forces f ∈ R6n

in (2a) (see Fig. 3), where G ∈ R6×6n denotes the (R) grasp
matrix, given for f in {I} [27] by

G :=

(
I3 03
r×1 I3

· · · I3 03
r×n I3

)
, ri := s− pi.

On the other hand, the well-known flexible joint RM model
in [28] is employed to represent the intrinsic complexity of
(H) (see Assumption A4 below), namely

Bl
H η̈ + CH η̇ +Kδ + gH = −J>H fH , (3a)

Bm
H µ̈−Kδ = τH , (3b)

where the friction terms are assumed to be negligible [28];
Bl

H , B
m
H , C

l
H , C

m
H ∈ R7×7 are the inertial and Coriolis ma-

trices for (H) –with super-index l and m referring to the link
and motor DoF–, and gH denotes the gravitational terms for
(H); K the unknown stiffness of the flexible DoF of (H); and
fH the forces and torques exerted by (H) to (L) through the
grasp matrix GH ∈ R6×6, given for fH in {I} [27] by

GH :=

(
I3 03
r×H I3

)
, rH := s− q.

C. Assumptions

Throughout the manuscript, a series of common assump-
tions are used to formulate the proposed controller, namely
A1. The references xLr

and pr are feasible.
A2. The Jacobians JR and JH are full-ranked.
A3. TL is full-ranked, i.e. θ 6= ±π/2.
A4. Similarly to variable impedance approaches like [5],

[11], [29] –but in the joint-space instead of the oper-
ational space–, (H) is assumed to be equivalent to a RM
with flexible-actuated compound joints (3), in which:

A4.1. The joint velocities of (H) are small and, thus, the
equilibrium configuration coincides with the initial
configuration, i.e. µ(0) = η(0), and does not move
beyond a small area, i.e. µ(t) ≈ µ(0), ∀t ≥ 0.

A4.2. The (H) actuation τH in (3b) cancels the inertial,
gravitational and Coriolis terms, i.e. τH = −Kδ−
Bm

H δ̈−Bm
H (Bl

H)−1(CH η̇+gH), while the external
forces are compensated by the flexible modes, i.e.
Kδ = −J>H fH .

D. Simplified (H) model

While (R) is the actuated agent used to control (L), (H) can
be seen as an ambiguous external disturbance to the system.
Accordingly, we propose estimating the forces and torques
applied by (H) from the deflection of their flexible modes and
coping with the induced uncertainty via an adaptive controller
on K. For this purpose, a simplified –and inherently pseudo-
static– model of the human arm response is obtained under
the assumptions in A4:

Kδ = dH − J>H fH , (4)

where dH ∈ R7 is an unknown slow time-varying distur-
bance modelling the small deviations in (3) from assump-
tion A4.2, which are also coped via an adaptive update
law. It is worth noting that as (H) has 7 DoF, (4) lacks
–in general– a solution for fH . Nevertheless, from a phys-
ical point of view, (4) describes how the flexibility-related
generalised forces are distributed throughout these flexible
joints. Accordingly, a real distribution of joint-space torques
corresponds to a real value of fH and, therefore, the lack of a
solution is produced by disturbances. Consequently, the least-
squares solution given by

f̂H = (J>H)†
[
d̂H − K̂δ

]
(5)

is considered a suitable estimate to these generalised forces for
three reasons: i) due to its formulation, it partially filters the
aforementioned noise, ii) it is linear with respect to K̂ and d̂H ,
and thus suitable for an adaptive approach to cope with the (H)
uncertainties, and iii) apart from this update law, the estimation
only requires to measure the joint-space configuration of (H)
to be implemented.

Remark 1. It is of interest to compare this estimate with
[30] and [23]. In these works, the forces applied at the
EE were estimated from the measured joint torques [30] or
from these and the angular positions and speeds [23], with
the (pseudo)inversion of the full-ranked Jacobian map. In
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Fig. 3. Control scheme of the proposed strategy (with equation numbers),
including the virtual controller and the control allocation.

contrast, we propose applying the same pseudo-inversion to
an adaptive estimation of the joint-space torques remaining
after assumption A4.2, i.e. d̂H − K̂δ.

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

While other controllers tend to only track the (L) pose xL

[6], [13] or the (R) EE positions p [11], [14], an approach
tracking both at the same time –i.e. x := [x>L ,p

>]> ∈ RS ,
S := 6 + 3n– is here proposed (see Fig. 3). This concept
implies that, while using (R) to indirectly shape the dynamics
of (L) to reach a desired configuration, the manipulators
converge at the same time to positions consistent with such
configuration. As a result of this consistency, disturbances
and uncertainties in the dynamic models of (L) or (R) are
mitigated. This mitigation, nonetheless, can still be improved.
For this purpose, an adaptive update law to cope with human
interaction uncertainties is additionally proposed.

Considering this, and that the dynamic equations in (2) are
written in a mixed inertial and body frame form for (L) and
in the joint-space for (R), let us define a velocity fitting with
these spaces as v> := [v>L , γ̇

>], with ẋ = Wv and

W =

(
T−1L 0

0 Jp
R

)
.

Then, under the assumptions A2 and A3, the kinematics (1a)-
(1b) and dynamics (2a)-(2b) on the combined (R)+(L) system
can be rewritten in error terms (see Appendix A-A) as

ėI = eP , (6a)
ėP = eD, (6b)

ėD = ẍr +ẆW+(eD− ẋr)−WB−1(u+uH−b) , (6c)

where eP := xr − x is the tracking error and eI its implicit
integral counterpart;

B =

(
M 0
0 BR

)
the inertia matrix of the whole system, and

u :=

[
06

τ

]
+

(
G
−J>R

)
f , (7)

uH :=

[
GHfH
0N

]
, (8)

the virtual control input and its associated representation of
the effects of (H) on the (R)+(L) system via the grasping of
(L); and b> = [(ω×LILωL)> + g>L , (CRγ̇)>+ g>R ].

Remark 2. It is worth noting that the virtual control input
variable u is an intermediate state derived from the real
control input τ whose internal coupling –in this case, through
f in (7)– is not explicitly considered. This virtual tool is used to
simplify the design of the controller, while τ is later obtained
in (13) from a particular control allocation.

Among the different approaches fitting the virtual problem
in (6), an adaptive integral backstepping approach is chosen:
i) adaptive to cope with the (H) uncertainties, and ii) integral
to handle zero steady-state error. This controller is given by

u = BW+
(

Γe + ẍr − ẆW+ẋr

)
+ b− ûH , (9)

with e := [e>I , e
>
P , e

>
D]>, û>H := [(GH f̂H)>,0>N ] and Γ :=

(ΓI ,ΓP ,ΓD + ẆW+),

ΓI := Γ1 + Γ3Γ2Γ1 + Γ3,

ΓP := Γ2Γ1 + Γ3Γ1 + Γ3Γ2 + 2IS ,

ΓD := Γ1 + Γ2 + Γ3,

where Γ1,Γ2,Γ3 ∈ RS×S are positive definite gain matrices;
along with the adaptive update laws for the estimate of (8)
–with f̂H defined in (5)– given by

˙̂
dH = −Γdh, (10a)

˙̂
K = ΓKδh

>, (10b)

with Γd,ΓK ∈ R7×7 positive definite, h := ΛhΓhe a vector
encapsulating the connection between (L) and the human-
related disturbances, Λh := (J†HG

T
HM

−1T−TL , 07×6), and
Γh := (Γ2Γ1 + IS ,Γ2 + Γ1, IS).

Proposition 1. Consider the system (6) and the estimation of
fH in (5) under the assumptions A1-A4 in Subsection II-C.
Then, under the control law (9) and its associated adaptive
update laws (10), the closed-loop system is asymptotically
stabilised to zero, i.e. e→ 0 as t→∞.

Proof. Let us define V1 := |eI |2 /2 ≥ 0, whose time derivative
reads V̇1 = e>I eP = −e>I Γ1eI − z>1 eI , with z1 := −Γ1eI −
eP being the error of the first step. To cope with it, we define
V2 := V1+|z1|2 /2 ≥ 0, whose derivative is V̇2 = −e>I Γ1eI−
z>1 (eI + Γ1eP + eD) = −e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 z1, with
z2 := −Γ2z1 + eI + Γ1eP + eD the error of this second step.
To cope with it, in turn, V3 := V2 + |z2|2 /2 ≥ 0 is used. The
derivative of this function (see Appendix A-B) therefore reads

V̇3 = −e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1

+ z>2

[
Γ1eI + (Γ2Γ1 +2IS) eP +(Γ2 +Γ1) eD

+ẍr +ẆW+(eD− ẋr)−WB−1(u+uH−b)
]
,

= −e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 Γ3z2 − h>
(
d̃H − K̃δ

)
.

As the only potentially nonnegative terms in V̇3 are produced
by the disturbances associated with (H), i.e. J>H f̃H = d̃H −
K̃δ, the final Lyapunov function is chosen, namely

VA := V3 +
1

2
d̃>HΓ−1d d̃H +

1

2
tr
(
K̃>Γ−1K K̃

)
.
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The derivative of this function is given by

V̇A =− e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 Γ3z2

− h>
(
d̃H − K̃δ

)
+ d̃>HΓ−1d

˙̃
dH + tr

(
K̃>Γ−1K

˙̃K
)

=− e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 Γ3z2

+ d̃>H

(
Γ−1d

˙̃
dH − h

)
+ tr

[
K̃>

(
Γ−1K

˙̃K + δh>
)]
.

Finally, upon plugging (10) into this derivative, we obtain

V̇A = −e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 Γ3z2 ≤ 0. (11)

Therefore, since both auxiliary error variables are defined
s.t. z1 = 0 ≡ eI , eP = 0 and z2 = 0 ≡ eI , eP , eD = 0,
the Lyapunov function derivative V̇A = 0 ≡ e = 0, thus
concluding the proof.

The (R) forces on the load can be then determined by pre-
multiplying (7) by (I6, 0N ), namely

f = G+
(
I6 0N

)
u, (12)

where the right-hand pseudoinverse of the full-ranked grasp
matrix G produces the minimal actuation needed to meet the
virtual requirements. It is worth noting that adding terms in the
nullspace of G would have no interest for fixed grasping as
these would only result in internal forces in (L) [27]. Pre-
multiplying (7) by (06, IN ) and plugging (12), the control
input that replicates the effects of (7) on the system reads

τ =
(
J>RG

+ IN
)
u. (13)

Combining the virtual controller (9) and the control allocation
(13), the final real control law for the system is

τ = Λ
(

Γe + ẍr − ẆW+ẋr

)
+ J>RG

+(bL −GH f̂H) + bR,

(14)
with

Λ :=
(
J>RG

+MTL BR(Jp
R)+

)
.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To validate the proposed control strategy, we test the ro-
bustness of the solution against implementation disturbances
and the ambiguous human interaction (Fig. 1). The validation
experiments are carried out with and without2 updating the
adaptive law in (10) in three scenarios: i) (H) trying to assist
(R), ii) (H) having no interaction with (R), and iii) (H) actively
disturbing (R). While the second scenario is chosen as a
control case showing the basic capabilities of the strategy, i)
is designed to evaluate if the solution fits a nominal HRC task
and analyse the impact human help; and iii) is specifically
aimed at validating the disturbance rejection capabilities ob-
tained with both contribution C1 and C2. Furthermore, these
cases are studied with and without updating the adaptive laws
to identify which advances correspond mainly to C2 (without)
and which to C1 (with).

In the three scenarios the same (L) references are given
for consistency. These are chosen to pose a challenge to the
manipulation system even without disturbances: relatively fast

2Setting an empirical trade-off value for the adaptive parameters.

TABLE I
CONTROL GAINS

Agent Component Γ1 Γ2 Γ3

(L)

All positions 0.5 30.0 6.0

Roll and pitch 1.5 120.0 6.0
Yaw 0.6 160.0 0.8

(R) Horizontal position 0.4 9.0 4.0
Vertical position 0.6 18.0 4.0

Agent Component ΓK Γd σ

(H) All 0.15 0.15 200

displacements for manipulation tasks requiring high accuracy
(∼0.1 m/s) going through varied regions of the manipulability
ellipsoid for the position tracking, and slower but wide attitude
references demanding significant reconfigurations of the ma-
nipulators themselves. Furthermore, the experiments including
interactions are performed in a strict sequence so that the
operator forces and motion are as consistent as possible, i.e.
following a choreography for the experiment without adaptive
laws and, immediately afterwards, repeating it for the one with
the adaptive module. Although this approach has limitations,
the operator achieved an acceptable degree of repeatability, as
evinced in Fig. 4 by the repetition of certain error peaks at
similar times.

The hardware consists of 2 6-DoF HEBI Robotics A-2085-
06 [31] RMs whose bases are the origin of {I}, for (R)1,
and displaced 0.987m in direction Y, for (R)2 (see Fig. 2);
a load of mass 2.117kg (above the sum of the maximum
payloads of both RMs) and moments of inertia in {B} ILx

=
0.0297kg m2, ILy = 0.0316kg m2 and ILz = 0.0440kg m2,
where the grasping points in {B} are r1 = [0,−0.145, 0]>m,
r2 = [0, 0.145, 0]>m and rH = [0.153, 0.145,−0.085]>m;
and a computer equipped with a Intel Core i7-1085-H CPU
at 2.70 GHz and 32 GB of RAM (DDR4). The feedback is
obtained both from the sensors mounted on (R), and from
a Qualisys Motion Capture System [32] with 12 Ocus-400
cameras for (H). Regarding software, the controller runs in
real-time at 100Hz using the Robotic Systems Toolbox [33]
in Simulink, with the control gains in Table I. This includes a
σ-modification of the adaptive update laws to cope with noise-
induced drift [34]. For the connection between the computer
and (R), the HEBI MATLAB API [35] is employed. In turn,
the Simulink ROS Toolbox is used to subscribe to the motion
capture data for (L) and (H).

Moving to the validation, we here analyse the experimen-
tal results.3 As shown in Fig. 4, the controller is capable
of tracking all the references without the adaptive update
law when there is no interaction. It is specially significant
that the response of base strategy in attitude is acceptably
smooth and shows no noticeable steady state error. However,
the lack of compensation without updating the parameters
–and specially under disturbances– clearly results in a poorer
tracking performance. Not only can be this seen in the attitude

3Video available at https://youtu.be/syHMfUN0SyE.
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Fig. 4. Experimental results with and without the adaptive update law (10) under three scenarios: human assistance, no interaction, and human disturbance.
The components of each variable are displayed using the colour scheme in the bottom legend (where R, P, Y stand for roll, pitch and yaw) –with their
associated references being thinner and darker–, and p1 and p2 are shown using solid and dashed lines, respectively.

tracking response, which is considerable less robust and shows
substantial oscillations, but also in the deterioration of the
transient response in positions and the –small but significant–
presence of steady-state error. This situation, nonetheless, does
not reach unstable behaviours, and the base of the strategy
(i.e. the simultaneous tracking of the (L) and (R) references)
is shown to provide a robust –but improvable– foundation
upon which the adaptive update law is added to cope with
this downgrade during interaction.

In contrast, the complete strategy maintains the nominal
tracking performance during the HRI thanks to the compen-
sation coming from f̂H (last row, Fig. 4). For instance, while
without it the disturbances produced noticeable oscillations
in the (L) attitude, these are here comparable to the human-
assisted adaptive case, significantly smoother than the scenario
without adaptive updates, and just slightly wider in amplitude
than the control case. In turn, a comparison between both cases
in the x component of the (L) position tracking shows that the
controller with the adaptive law is smoother and faster during

the initial transient than the base one, and it does not display
significant steady-state error.

Moving to the f̂H terms themselves, these evolve under ex-
citation to make the response smoother and, under significant
disturbances, (such as at 14 s or 17 s for the human disturbance
case) to mitigate these external actions. Moreover, a pattern
can be detected if we compare the response with the adaptive
laws for both interaction cases: the generalised force profiles
are similar for both, with just a more aggressive response of
the update laws under disturbances, as expected. It is also
worth noting that –apart from a peak in x during the initial
transient– these profiles show forces whose main components
are in y and z, corresponding to the main directions in
which the forces in the interaction cases were applied. It
is also worth highlighting that the complete strategy also
improves the already solid response of the base controller
without interactions (central column in Fig. 4), specially for
smoothening the attitude response.
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TABLE II
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, RMSE [m, rad]

xL p1 p2

x y z φ θ ψ x y z x y z

Transient
(t < 5s)

Without adaptive 0.118 0.058 0.272 0.066 0.454 0.196 0.107 0.055 0.259 0.160 0.064 0.276
With adaptive 0.124 0.050 0.278 0.079 0.308 0.156 0.114 0.046 0.264 0.140 0.053 0.285
Variation (%) 4.76 -13.01 2.44 19.82 -32.10 -20.09 6.73 -17.53 2.04 -12.02 -17.98 3.25

Steady-state
(t ≥ 5s)

Without adaptive 0.025 0.023 0.017 0.049 0.158 0.123 0.041 0.022 0.018 0.041 0.022 0.023
With adaptive 0.027 0.019 0.016 0.041 0.108 0.059 0.032 0.019 0.017 0.032 0.022 0.020
Variation (%) 9.37 -17.23 -6.65 -15.75 -31.84 -51.58 -21.86 -11.54 -1.65 -22.79 -0.53 -14.33

Finally, we include a broader statistical analysis to quantify
the solidity of the base strategy and the improvements due to
the adaptive modification. For that purpose, we analyse the
transient and steady-state regimes4 of the strategy with and
without the adaptive update law (Table IV). These two cases
are evaluated in terms of root-mean-square error (RMSE) for
16 separate experiments which prioritise the disturbance rejec-
tion: 4 human-assisted, 4 without interaction, and 8 human-
disturbed; half of the experiments per scenario with and the
other half without the adaptive update law.

This analysis shows that the performance of both the base
and the complete solution are similar during transients, with
comparable position errors and a marginally superior attitude
response for the complete strategy. In both cases, nonetheless,
the transient performance is sufficient for the fast and nontriv-
ial tracking scenario proposed. For instance, the (L) position
norm RMSE in both is ∼30 cm for a reference change of ∼85
cm, which is comparable to a first-order response with a time
constant (63%) of 1.2 s.

In contrast, the advances in the steady-state regime due
to the adaptive estimation of the human-induced wrench are
substantial. The complete strategy clearly outperforms the base
solution in all variables included in the task-space, except for
the x position of the load –which grows marginally–, and
z position of (R)1 and y position of (R)2 –whose decrease
is insignificant–. This improvement is especially important
in the (L) attitude, where the yaw RMSE is halved and
the overall orientation error (in norm) is reduced by a 37%
–from 0.21 rad (12°) to 0.13 rad (7°)–, as already detected
in the analysis of the results in Fig. 4.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we developed an adaptive controller for the
shared manipulation of loads between human and robotic
agents. The proposed solution simultaneously tracks the con-
sistent references for both the load and the robot end-effectors
under the ambiguous collaboration of a human agent, whose
influence on the load and robot dynamics is compensated
with an adaptive update law. The results include a theoretical
stability analysis and a detailed experimental validation. Future
work includes the redesign of the proposed controller to
exploit the redundancy of (R) to avoid singular configurations,
allowing us to relax assumption A2.

4The transition between both has been empirically set to t = 5s.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED DERIVATIONS

A. (R)+(L) system model in error terms

We focus here on the derivations to obtain (6c), as the other
parts of (6) are straightforward applications of the definition
of eP and eD. Upon plugging ẋ = Wv into the definition of
eD, we obtain

ėD = ẍr − ẍ = ẍr − Ẇv −W v̇

= ẍr + ẆW+ (eD − ẋr)−W v̇,

where W+ can be used as per assumptions A2 and A3. Then,
we use (2) and the definition of B to obtain v̇, leading to

ėD = ẍr + ẆW+ (eD − ẋr)

−WB−1
[
Gf +GHfH − ω×LILωL − gL

τ − J>R f − CRγ̇ − gR

]
= ẍr + ẆW+ (eD − ẋr)−WB−1 (u + uH − b) ,

where the definitions of u,uH –(7) and (8), respectively–, and
of b (above Remark 2) are used for the last step.

B. Derivative of V3
Using the definitions of V3, z2, and (6c), we obtain

V̇3 =− e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 z1 − z>2 ż2

=− e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1

+ z>2

[
Γ1eI + (Γ2Γ1 +2IS) eP +(Γ2 +Γ1) eD

+ẍr +ẆW+(eD− ẋr)−WB−1(u+uH−b)
]
.

Then, introducing the virtual controller in (9) and taking into
account that z2 := Γhe, we get

V̇3 =− e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 WB−1ũH

− z>2 Γ3 [(Γ2Γ1 + IS) eI + (Γ2 + Γ1) eP + eD]

=− e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 Γ3z2 − e>Γ>hWB−1ũH .

Let us finally analyse the term e>Γ>hWB−1ũH . Employing
the definitions of W , B and uH , the estimation of the (H)
generalised forces in (5), and displaying these in a matricial
form, this term becomes

e>Γ>hWB−1ũH = e>Γ>h

(
T−1L M−1 0

0 Jp
RB
−1
R

)[
GH f̃H
0N

]
= e>Γ>h

[
T−1L M−1GH(J>H)†

(
d̃H−K̃δ

)
0N

]
= e>Γ>h Λ>h︸ ︷︷ ︸

h>

(
d̃H − K̃δ

)
.

Accordingly, the derivative of V3 becomes

V̇3 = −e>I Γ1eI − z>1 Γ2z1 − z>2 Γ3z2 − h>
(
d̃H − K̃δ

)
,

as used in the Proof of Proposition 1 to identify the uncertain-
ties to be coped with the adaptive update law in (10).


